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Acid Drinkers – the Hand the Rocks the Coffin – MVD 
 Hammerhead  rates it:    Community rates it: (no ratings yet)  

Here is the second DVD review I have had the chance to do on this thrash band from Poland. They 
are huge over there where they also won a Fryderyk Award for Best Hand And Heavy act. This set 
is from the Metalmania 2006 show in March. This DVD was turned around rather quickly. “Anybody 
Home” starts off this DVD with the need for some speed. They have a sort of Motorhead meets 
Vader and Venom vibe about them. “Backyard Bandit” starts a bit different then ends up coring it 
up a bit. “Life Hurts More than Death” takes it into a new grooving area. “Slow & stoned” takes yet 
another turn coming out a bit more down and the riff sounds kill. “Drug Dealer” is also another 
song with core bounce. “Poplin Twist” gives the kids in the pit what they want and that is a pit 
friendly track. “The Joker” is also a track that keeps the tempo high. Twelve tracks in all. The extras 
are songs from other shows and a video clip for “Hate Unlimited”. As per the usual they include 
extras for your desktop and more. About two hours of fun. This band is definitely for everyone.  
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